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HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS 
This document serves as the Oregon Higher Education Leadership Tabletop Exercise (LTTX) Situation Manual. 
The Situation Manual reflects the information provided to the exercise planning team as of the date of 
publication and may be modified prior to execution at the direction of the Exercise Director.  

This document should be handled in accordance with appropriate directives as decided by the Exercise 
Sponsors. This document was developed for “Exercise Use Only”. For permission to reproduce this 
document in whole or in part, or for more information on this exercise, please consult the following points 
of contact: 

 

Karen Lynne Howard 
Oregon Higher Education Coordinating Commission 
Karen.lynne.howard@hecc.oregon.gov 
 
Cheryl Dowd 
Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE) 
cdowd@wiche.edu 
 
Dan St. Pierre 
Federal Emergency Management Agency 
daniel.stpierre@fema.dhs.gov 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
  

mailto:Karen.lynne.howard@hecc.oregon.gov
mailto:cdowd@wiche.edu
mailto:NEP@fema.dhs.gov
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OVERVIEW 

Exercise Name Oregon Higher Education Leadership Tabletop Exercise (LTTX) 

Exercise Date Thursday, September 26, 2019 

Event Scope 

The Leadership Tabletop Exercise (LTTX) aims to engage principal leaders from 
colleges and universities across Oregon in promoting campus resilience and 
emergency preparedness. More specifically, this LTTX will focus on cybersecurity 
resilience by providing leaders the opportunity to receive and share information 
technology (IT) related information while also identifying risks and vulnerabilities.   

This LTTX will consist of the following three components:  

 A Cyber Threat Brief highlighting the current cyber threat landscape facing 
higher education in Oregon 

 A Tabletop Exercise (TTX) focused on response and recovery efforts for two 
different types of cyber incidents 

 An Options for Consideration Briefing summarizing cybersecurity programs, 
offerings, and assessment opportunities available to higher education  

Mission Areas Protection, Mitigation, Response, and Recovery 

Objectives 

1. Advance understanding of the role of the institution’s leadership in campus 
resilience  

2. Provide actionable approaches for institutional leadership to direct and bolster 
the resilience of their campus communities 

3. Identify campus resilience vulnerabilities requiring attention from institutional 
leadership 

Core 
Capabilities 

 Public Information and Warning 
 Cybersecurity 
 Intelligence and Information Sharing 
 Community Resilience 
 Long-term Vulnerability Reduction 
 Environmental Response/Health and Safety 
 Economic Recovery 

Scenario  
The scenario consists of two different cyber incidents developed based on real-world 
case studies: a cyber attack with physical impacts on university fire alarm systems as 
well as a ransomware attack on IT systems 

Sponsors 
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), National Exercise Division 
(NED); Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE); and 
Oregon’s Higher Education Coordinating Commission  
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AGENDA 

Oregon Higher Education 
Leadership Tabletop Exercise 

Thursday, September 26, 2019 

Oregon State University 
 

TIME EVENT PRESENTER/FACILITATOR 

11:00 am – 11:45 am Registration / 
Lunch 

 

11:45 am – 12:00 pm Welcome and 
Opening Remarks 

Ben Cannon, Executive Director, Oregon Higher 
Education Coordinating Commission 
Steve Clark, Vice President – University Relations and 
Marketing, Oregon State University 

12:00 pm – 1:00 pm Cyber Threat 
Brief  

Joe Voje, Chief Information Security Officer, Oregon 
Health and Science University 

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm Exercise Case 
Study A 

Tracy Sherman, FEMA Support 

2:00 am – 2:15 pm Break 
 

2:15 pm – 3:30 pm Exercise Case 
Study B 

Tracy Sherman, FEMA Support 

3:30 pm – 3:45 pm Break  

3:45 pm – 4:15 pm Options for 
Consideration 

Dan St. Pierre, FEMA 

4:15 pm – 4:45 pm Closing: Wrap Up 
and Next Steps 

Ben Cannon, Executive Director, Oregon Higher 
Education Coordinating Commission 

4:45 pm – 6:00 pm Reception  
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INTRODUCTION 

Purpose 
The Oregon Higher Education Leadership Tabletop Exercise (LTTX), sponsored by the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), National Exercise Division (NED); Western Interstate 
Commission for Higher Education (WICHE); and Oregon’s Higher Education Coordinating Commission, 
aims to engage principal leaders from colleges and universities across Oregon in promoting campus 
resilience and emergency preparedness. More specifically, this LTTX will focus on cybersecurity resilience 
by providing leaders the opportunity to receive and share information technology (IT) related information 
while also identifying risks and vulnerabilities.   

This LTTX will consist of the following three components:  

 A Cyber Threat Brief highlighting the current cyber threat landscape facing higher education in 
Oregon 

 A Tabletop Exercise (TTX) focused on response and recovery efforts for two different types of 
cyber incidents 

 An Options for Consideration Briefing summarizing cybersecurity programs and offerings as 
well as assessment opportunities available to the higher education community  

 Event Objectives  

The following objectives in Table 1 describe expected outcomes for this event. The objectives are linked 
to core capabilities, which are distinct critical elements necessary to achieve the specific mission area(s). 

Table 1: LTTX Objectives and Core Capabilities 

Exercise Objective Core Capability 

1. Advance the understanding of the 
role of institution leadership in 
campus resilience 

 Public Information and Warning 
 Cybersecurity 
 Intelligence and Information Sharing 
 Community Resilience 
 Long-term Vulnerability Reduction 
 Environmental Response/Health and Safety 
 Economic Recovery 

2. Provide actionable approaches for 
institutional leadership to direct 
and bolster the resilience of their 
campus communities 

 Public Information and Warning 
 Cybersecurity 
 Intelligence and Information Sharing 
 Community Resilience 
 Long-term Vulnerability Reduction Intelligence 

and Information Sharing 

3. Identify campus resilience 
vulnerabilities requiring attention 
from institutional leadership 

 Cybersecurity 
 Intelligence and Information Sharing 
 Community Resilience 
 Long-term Vulnerability Reduction 
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION AND GUIDANCE 

Participant Roles and Responsibilities 
The term participant encompasses many groups of people, not just those playing in the exercise. Groups of 
participants involved in the exercise, and their respective roles and responsibilities, are as follows: 

Facilitators 
The Facilitator will guide exercise play and is responsible for ensuring that participant discussions remain 
focused on the event objectives. They also provide additional information and resolve questions as required. 
They are responsible for making sure everyone feels included in the conversation and has the opportunity 
to participate. Key members of the Exercise Planning Team may also assist with facilitation as subject-matter 
experts during the exercise. 

Players 
Players have an active role in discussing their response and recovery activities during the exercise. 
Delegations of players respond to the situation presented based on expert knowledge of response 
procedures, as well as how they would perform their functions on their respective campus or organization.   

Observers 
Observers may visit or view selected segments of the exercise but do not actively engage in exercise 
discussions. During this LTTX, observers may interact with exercise players to support the development of 
player responses to the situation by asking relevant questions or providing subject-matter expertise.  

Support Staff 
The exercise support staff includes individuals who perform administrative and logistical support tasks 
during the exercise. (e.g., registration, catering, etc.). 

Exercise Structure 
The exercise portion of the event will consist of the following activities:  

 Opening Discussion: Serves to introduce the exercise topic and level-set expectations across 
each institution and across the university system 

 Module 1: Features discussions on a cyber attack on university fire alarm systems scenario 
 Module 2: Features discussions on a ransomware attack on IT systems scenario 

During the Opening Discussion, participants will be presented with a set of discussion questions geared 
toward initiating conversations on the topics of campus resilience and cybersecurity. Following the Opening 
Discussion, each exercise Module will begin with a review of the scenario. Each scenario was developed 
based on real-world case studies. After each scenario overview, participants will engage in facilitated 
discussions centered on a set of discussion questions. The approximate duration of each exercise activity is 
noted below in Table 2. 

Table 2: Exercise Structure Breakdown 

 Opening Discussion  
15 Minutes 

Module 1 
60 Minutes 

Module 2 
60 Minutes 

Scenario Overview - 5 Minutes 5 Minutes 

Facilitated Discussions 15 Minutes 55 Minutes 70 Minutes 
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Following the event, some participants will be asked to complete a Participant Feedback Form (PFF), which 
allows participants to provide candid feedback on the overall delivery of the event. While key issues and 
observations will be captured in discussions throughout the event, participants should use this PFF to 
provide any follow-on observations, conclusions, or takeaways.  

Exercise Guidelines 
This exercise will incorporate a scenario-based format guided by the event objectives. The Modules and 
associated discussion questions support achievement of the objectives by initiating discussions, facilitating 
decision-making, and assisting participants in the arrival of appropriate response outcomes. This approach 
allows the discussion to focus on situations within a moving timeline and for participants to contribute to the 
discussion from the perspective of their role in this scenario. The Facilitator will ensure that the scenario 
moves along at an appropriate pace and that all participants have an opportunity to contribute. 

Assumptions and Artificialities 
In any exercise, assumptions and artificialities are necessary to complete play in the time allotted  and/or to 
account for logistical limitations. Exercise participants should accept that assumptions and artificialities are 
inherent in any exercise and should not permit these considerations to undermine their participation. 

Assumptions 
Assumptions constitute the implied factual foundation for the exercise and, as such, are assumed to be 
present before the exercise starts. The following assumptions apply to the exercise: 

 This exercise will be held in an open, low-stress, no-fault environment; varying viewpoints, even 
disagreements, are expected 

 Players should respond to the scenario using their knowledge of current plans, capabilities, and 
insights derived from relevant training 

 Players should not focus on the details of the scenario, but rather on the “big picture” concepts 
depicted as the scenario information is intended only to stimulate conversation and not represent 
all information that would be available in a real-world incident  

 The scenario is not derived from current intelligence, but participants should treat it as plausible 
and should assume events occur as presented 

 Decisions are not precedent-setting and may not reflect a final position on a given issue; this 
exercise is an opportunity to identify suggestions and recommended improvement actions 

 Participants may need to balance exercise play with real-world emergencies; real-world 
emergencies take priority 

Artificialities 
During this exercise, the following artificialities apply: 

 There is no “hidden agenda” nor are there any trick questions 
 The scenario assumes certain player actions as it moves through each phase; players should first 

discuss the actions stipulated by the scenario  

Exercise Evaluation 
Exercise evaluation is based on the achievement of event objectives and aligned core capabilities. Given 
the desired goals and outcomes for this event, evaluation efforts will be focused on the identification of 
action items that principal leaders can take back to their respective institution or organization. This 
information will be compiled into an Executive Summary, which will be distributed to all participants 
following the event.  
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OPENING DISCUSSION 

Discussion Questions 
The questions below will focus conversations during the Opening Discussion. These questions are not tied 
to any scenario and serve to set a baseline of understanding and expectations for follow-on discussions in 
Module 1 and Module 2.  

1. Within your current position, how would you describe your leadership responsibilities with respect 
to crisis management and campus resilience? 

2. What types of cybersecurity resilience-building efforts or initiatives have you and your institution 
participated in? 

3. How would you describe your current cybersecurity resilience posture? As a leader, what 
cybersecurity goals have you set and how have those been communicated? 
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MODULE 1: CYBER ATTACK ON UNIVERSITY FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS 

Scenario  
Background  
On Friday, August 30th, students have returned to campus and are beginning classes. In preparation for the 
upcoming school year, regularly scheduled maintenance has been ongoing on the software for physical 
systems such as HVAC, Fire Alarms, and Badge Readers.  

The software update that is pushed to these systems at higher education institutions across the state of 
Oregon has a vulnerability that allows someone to gain access and manipulate the system parameters. A 
group of computer science students who meet regularly on their own time for “hacker nights” discover the 
vulnerability.  

 

The Incident  
On Tuesday, September 3rd at 11:35 am, the fire alarm in the library goes off. Students evacuate the 
building and begin to move into different buildings across campus. The fire department responds to the 
scene and, after determining that there is not a fire, attempts to turn off the alarm; however, when the alarm 
is turned off, it immediately begins ringing again.  

It is now 11:55 am and multiple fire alarms across campus are also beginning to malfunction. Students, 
unsure where to go, are in the streets and in the open areas across campus.  

By 12:15 pm, the fire alarms in all buildings have begun to go off. Classes have been evacuated and, with 
all buildings currently experiencing this issue, students and faculty remain outside.  

Your university’s fire department is overwhelmed with requests for response. Although each building the 
fire department has responded to has been cleared as safe, they can not assume that all buildings are safe 
and must continue to respond to each alarm. The normal methods to turn off the fire alarms are continuing 
to fail. 

While looking into alternative methods to turn off the fire alarms, your university’s IT department discovers 
that the systems were recently reconfigured remotely using the administrative credentials of a systems 
administrator who has recently left the university. They begin to investigate both the extent of the malware 
as well as remediation steps.  

By 1:30 pm, local and national media have started to report on the forced evacuation of all campus 
buildings. Initial reports indicate that the media learned of the problem from student’s activity on social 
media as well as parents of students who have shared this information with the media.  
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Discussion Questions 
The questions below will focus discussions during Module 1. Participants are not expected to address all 
of these topics, but can use the additional discussion questions to inform and focus responses.  

1. In this scenario, what is your role and what are your immediate concerns and priorities? 
a. Does your institution have a formalized cyber response plan to guide your efforts? If so, 

how is it integrated across your institution? Across the larger university system?   
2. Do you have plans in place to address the failure of control systems? Are you aware of potential 

cascading consequences (physical and non-physical) related to this incident?   
a. What other physical systems may be affected on campus (e.g., building security systems, 

wastewater management systems, etc.)?  
3. What internal resources and capabilities can you bring to bear to support response activities?  

a. Who would be responsible for leading this effort?  
b. Can your response to this incident be managed solely by internal decision-makers and 

resources?  
c. What mutual-aid agreements exist or are needed to support incident response? 
d. What kinds of vendors or subject-matter experts would you rely on for guidance during an 

incident of this nature? 
4. What communication issues would need to be addressed during this incident? How would you 

communicate with internal stakeholders?  
a. How will emergency messaging be communicated to students, faculty, staff, and parents?  

5. What external stakeholders would need to be engaged for support with response efforts? For 
notification purposes?  

6. What potential resource or capability gaps may need to be addressed in order to improve response 
efforts for this type of incident?  

a. What concerns do you have regarding the resilience of your institution’s infrastructure 
systems that support essential campus functions?  
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MODULE 2: RANSOMWARE ATTACK ON IT SYSTEMS 

Scenario 
Background 
On Tuesday, September 10st, your institution receives word that the maker of an operating system that 
supports key parts of your campus enterprise software will no longer develop security patches for the 
operating system. The final security patch was installed last week; however, the patch did not address an 
unknown vulnerability.  

Six days later at 8:20 am on Monday, September 16th, the information security officer at your institution 
receives a bulletin warning about CryptoLocker, a form of malware associated with ransomware infections. 
The malware restricts access to infected computer files and allows the perpetrator to demand that the victim 
provide a payment in order to decrypt and recover their files. The malware also has the ability to find and 
encrypt files located within shared network drives, USB drives, external hard drives, network file shares, 
and even some cloud storage drives. It can infect multiple computers on the same network and may spread 
through fake email attachments or bogus links.  

The Incident 
At 10:00 am on September 25th, a systems administrator at your institution receives an email from what 
appears to be a counterpart at the University of Oregon. The email suggests following a link to review a 
hiring announcement about the new IT Division Manager at the University of Oregon. The employee clicks 
on the link in the email and is directed to a non-University of Oregon website.  

Less than an hour later, your IT department begins to receive inquiries from employees about several 
cosmetic changes to your main website. The commenters note that a popular link now directs people to an 
unrelated website. 

By 1:30 pm the same day, IT departments across the entire university system are fielding reports from staff 
who describe difficulties accessing files. An initial investigation points to a phishing email, sent around 
9:59 am, which may have allowed a computer virus to establish a foothold in university servers. The virus 
appears to have spread through networks and shared drives between various campus departments.  

Access to the network and shared drives is restricted at 1:57 pm and are available in read-only mode for 
students and staff. Multiple employees report that their computers have locked and display a message 
referencing “CryptoLocker” and demanding a payment of 5 Bitcoins to decrypt their files.  Many of the 
encrypted files include the research of prominent professors. 
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Discussion Questions 
The questions below will focus discussions during Module 2. As with Module 1, participants are not 
expected to address all of these topics, but should keep them in mind when forming responses.  

1. In this scenario, what is your role and what are your immediate concerns and priorities?  
a. What contingency plans exist for you to balance your day-to-day operations with a time-

sensitive incident like the one described in the scenario? 
2. What remediation actions would be taken at this point? Who is responsible for directing and 

communicating those actions?  
a. As a leader at your institution, how will you receive continuous updates regarding the status 

of response efforts?  
3. What internal resources and capabilities are available to contain this incident? 

a. What processes should be followed with regard to evidence collection and computer 
forensics? How can you support these efforts to identify the source of the malware?  

b. Is your institution insured against cyber incidents? If so, does the policy protect you against 
the types of liabilities addressed in this scenario? 

c. Does your institution offer basic cybersecurity trainings to students, faculty, and staff?  
4. What relationships exist with external partners to support response efforts? Who would you 

engage? What notifications need to be made? 
a. Does your institution have established mutual-aid agreements for this specific type of 

incident? If so, what are the thresholds for activating these agreements?  
5. What are the primary messaging priorities at this point? 
6. What critical decisions need to be made regarding the ransomware? Who is responsible for making 

these decisions?  
a. Can your institution legally pay a cyber ransom? If so, who at your institution can legally 

purchase Bitcoin or other cryptocurrencies for this type of transaction? 
7. What future safeguards could be implemented to protect yourself against these types of incidents?  
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